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Introduction

Children who go to school don’t know how to grow things anymore, and there aren’t enough offices for everyone, so what are we going to do?

As the Millennium Development Goals (United Nations, 2000) ended their term in 2015, the second of these goals, universal primary Education for All, has posed particular challenges for countries with limited resources and where other complex social, cultural, economic and logistical constraints limit access to and participation in education. Education for All poses, therefore, complex questions about the meaning and value of education in societies facing extreme poverty and famine.

The United Nations human development index ranks Burkina Faso as 183 out of 187 countries globally, with 84 per cent of its population estimated as living in poverty according to the Multidimensional Poverty Index (UNDP, 2013). Food scarcity and famine are major challenges, and in 2012 the country was ranked 46 out of 76 on the global hunger index (World Food Programme, 2013). Famine is the result of a cumulation of natural disasters such as drought, floods and locusts which have led to increased desertification and reduced access to water and pasture land. Its land-locked position means that the country is also vulnerable to economic shocks such as sudden hikes in food prices which limit access to affordable food for the vast majority of people.

*Correspondence can be directed to: e.chase@ucl.ac.uk*
Within two or three generations, Burkinabe society has seen itself caught between two worlds: the world of reproduction—an agrarian/pastoral way of life; and the world of innovation—urban life, offering alternatives to the scarcity of arable land, and to which are attached certain ideas of social and economic success and well-being (such as access to electricity, running water, among others). The attractions of the latter have resulted in large demographic shift and rapid social change accompanied by a growing tension between these two different ways of life. Like other countries in sub-Saharan Francophone Africa, educational researchers in Burkina Faso have observed this tension reflected in the gap between the realities of family life and what children learn at school. One of the consequences of this disconnect is the perception that community life is not valued and that children who attend school seek ultimately to distance themselves from their family and their surroundings. Equally, parents may stop sending children to school, evidenced by the fact that the mean duration of school attendance for adults is just 1.3 years (UNDP, 2013).

The generalized precariousness of life in terms of health, nutrition and access to water and education forces families to try and broker a balanced relationship between two modes of life with vastly different value systems: on the one hand a world structured by urbanization, increasing individualization and modernity; and on the other hand rural life, underpinned by notions of community and tradition. The contradiction between the school and the home environment outlined above is rooted in the difference between these different worlds and the sorts of knowledge required to exist and survive in each of them.

This paper highlights the educational challenges for a society in transition from the often ignored or misunderstood perspectives of people living in extreme poverty. Allowing people to voice their own understandings of the difficulties they face offers new insights into the essence of the tension between the worlds of reproduction and innovation and the possibilities of achieving harmony between them. The paper begins with a brief overview of the origins of action research and its methodology. It then goes on to present some of the key findings from the research before discussing their implications for the question of Education for All in Burkina Faso and beyond.

Methodology

In the social sciences, action research is characterized by its transformative impact on the reality of the subject of its investigation, and by the production of new knowledge about this reality (Freire 1972, 1974). The action research methodology employed in the current project was inspired by the transversal approach developed by Rene Barbier within his body of work on existential action research (1996). A fundamental principle underpins the method—the need to begin with people’s own knowledge and expertise and not from an assumption of their ignorance. A wooden plaque displayed at the Burkina Faso headquarters in Ouagadougou captured this philosophy:

*Let Those Who Think They Don’t Know Anything Teach Those Who Think They Do*

The methodology works from the understanding that people with the most essential knowledge are those who struggle to make ends meet in the most difficult circumstances. It encompasses a radically different approach to orthodox social science in that it aims to produce knowledge with people rather than about them. Action research of this type incorporates two methodological components—sharing knowledge and recognizing knowledge. Combined, these lay the basis for reconciling knowledge, which, as we will see later, helps bridge the gap between the world of reproduction (tradition) and the world of innovation (modernity).

The action research project was carried out over a period of 18 months, involving 335 men, women and children in urban and rural settings across Burkina Faso. The fundamental question underpinning the research was: What knowledge do we need to build a future for everyone? The topic relates directly to the meaning of Education for All in a country like Burkina Faso.
The work culminated in a seminar that took place during the first quarter of 2013 in Ouagadougou and involved 65 participants from Belgium, Central African Republic, Ethiopia, France, Great Britain, Mali, Senegal and from all the provinces of Burkina Faso. Participants were drawn from very different backgrounds and with different family, communal, professional or institutional responsibilities. While some had a university education, others had never picked up a pen; and while some had spent their lives working the land, others had never pulled a weed.

Findings from the wider research programme were incorporated into a process of knowledge sharing, which ensured that the ideas of those most likely to be excluded are placed at the heart of these interactions. The focus is on the reciprocal value of knowledge brought about through a permanent dialogue between community knowledge, expressed by those living in marginalized communities, and the knowledge of books and educational institutions. The transmission of knowledge is not structured on the idea of one-way exchange but on a dynamic of mutual and collective learning which assumes the fragmented nature of knowledge – no single person can know everything. Knowledge emerges as a collective construction carried out through three critical stages to which each person is able to make his or her contribution.

Time was first spent working and reflecting together in distinct groups made up of (a) representatives of national and international institutions, non-governmental organizations (NGOs) and universities; (b) those working in the field of education or related areas; and (c) families living in poverty and activists that work alongside them. This first stage is when each participant becomes conscious of the value of his or her life experience. Those living in extreme poverty and having been subjected to discrimination realize that everyone, not just those in poverty, shares the same goal of eradicating misery. Once this condition is in place, those in poverty can say things that would normally remain unspoken. As one young mother put it:

> Often, when I speak, I want to say certain things but the problem is that other thoughts come to me. Often when problems come into my head like that, I prefer not to say anything. I just let it go.²

The second critical stage consists of validating the legitimacy of each person’s knowledge in peer groups. This enables each participant to move from the individual life experience towards constructing knowledge through dialogue with those people whose life experiences have forged similar understandings of the world to their own. The third stage is when the knowledge generated within the peer group is endorsed more widely and becomes recognized as established knowledge. This third stage is dialectic because it transmits the shared knowledge beyond the peer group to enrich other people’s knowledge. From the point of view of action research, this wider exchange enables agrowth in intelligence – that is, it enables participants to recognize how to expand the breadth of their understanding and ultimately to make valid judgements about the value of knowledge from other sources. Following are the themes that emerged from this work, both in terms of the process of research and its outcomes, which are relevant to the question of Education for All.

The Relevance of Action Research to Education for All

The research revealed how those in poverty often feel that their own knowledge is dismissed as false, as one participant put it, ‘people in poverty have no truth because even if what they say is true, others don’t believe it’. Thus action research, through creating an environment in which people are recognized for the first time as speaking the truth, promotes cohesion and inclusion of those most likely to be marginalized in society.

Throughout the action research, a degree of unity emerged between vastly different groups concerning the fundamental knowledge underpinning their lives, irrespective of whether it was acquired in academic circles, through school, the community or directly from experience. Several crossroads in the process illustrated how action research has the potential to identify common ground and mutual understanding between people with very different experiences; those in poverty
discover the value of their knowledge and skills and others recognize its worth. In this way everyone begins to have a say and to play their part in the shared struggle for humanity. One participant in the research told the following fable that illustrates this point:

One day in the bush, a chief invited all the animals to beat his millet. The elephant came and beat a lot of it. The buffalo managed to beat an impressive amount. Then the smallest of all frogs also joined in the work. Once all the work was done, the chief sent his supervisor to congratulate everyone. When he got to the two grains that the little frog had managed to beat, he became very angry and said, ‘Is that all you can do, you lazy creature!’ And he immediately dragged him before the chief. In front of the chief the frog explained himself, ‘I didn’t refuse to work but here’s my stick and here is my hand. My hand did what it could with the stick that it had’. The chief, who was a just man, congratulated the frog, ‘the little frog did not refuse to beat the millet, he took part in the shared task, let’s not exclude him by humiliating him’. And everyone clapped.

Through giving equal value to different types of knowledge, this type of participatory action research encourages everyone to review the judgements they make about themselves and others; those having experienced the depths of poverty and exclusion suddenly find themselves recognized as experts in their own right. So, there is a shift from certain knowledge being unappreciated and associated with humiliation, towards knowledge which is recognized and accompanied by a sense of pride and inclusion. This was alluded to by one participant in the following way:

I have had many difficulties in my life. What I have lived through is not easy but it is nobody’s fault. Today, if it wasn’t for my children I could say that everything is fine. If it wasn’t for my sister who lives on the streets in town and who I worry about, I could declare that my misery is over. When I say my misery is over, what does that mean? It’s because people I didn’t know before, and even those that I did, have become closer to me. That’s why I can say that my misery is over. I am now among people.

Defining What Constitutes Knowledge
Throughout the research, participants identified at least four different types of accumulated knowledge, central to influencing them through life: knowledge that imbued them with a sense of resistance; knowledge that empowered them to hope for a better life; knowledge that bridged the realities of their traditional lives with the social and professional demands of the modern world; and an awareness that knowledge could be destructive, creating a rupture between the self and community.

Knowledge of resistance was said to derive from the harshness of life experiences and enabled people to face the daily demands of extreme poverty and its associated exclusion:

If you have suffered in life, you will know how to behave, but for someone who has never had to struggle, they would find it hard to deal with that life. Misery gives you advice... There are people who criticize me because I am poor, because I wear the same clothes every day.... They are right but the problem is that these people live their lives in a way that doesn’t allow them to be my friends.

Knowledge of empowerment was largely associated with formal education and its promise of a ‘better life’, for children and grandchildren. Such knowledge was directed towards the future, even if it meant making sacrifices in the here and now as exemplified by the thoughts of these parents:

Whatever misery you face, don’t allow your children to live it, do everything you can to send your children to school. Nowadays, I thank God, I sell second hand shoes to
make-do but sometimes it is really difficult for me. If I manage to pay school fees this year, I pray that I don’t have a problem next year.

In May, I take my children out of school to work in the fields. I do this because we have to have enough to eat and to be able to send the children to school the following year.

Knowledge bridging traditional and modern worlds was often described in terms of the skills acquired and transmitted through generations and which inscribe a process of intergenerational learning of fundamental knowledge:

My father sent me to live with my very old aunt who has never been to school. But she gave me knowledge about becoming a woman for the future. She worked in the fields and sold produce at the market. I learned from her how to grow things, how to sell the crops, she advised me. At the age of seven I was doing the same work as my aunt. She taught me good behaviour. From her I learned about respect for others. She taught me how to bring up children.

Likewise, knowledge gained from living in the family and community was also considered empowering because it lays the basis for learning in school. For example the respect taught within the family was seen as essential as the basis for learning in school.

Knowledge for a Divided Society

A strong theme that emerged throughout the research was the extent to which the educational choices for the majority of parents living in poverty are polarized around the possibilities of enabling their children to belong to one of two worlds outlined earlier on in the chapter: the world of reproduction – the agricultural and pastoral way of life, based on imitation and repetition; and the world of innovation – linked to the emergence of individual gains, rapid social transformation and technological change. The educational choices that parents make for their children are determined by their understandings and perceptions of these worlds and how they define the future.

Yet these choices are further complicated by the fact that the value sets which organize and orientate these worlds are often incompatible with each other. Even the modes of teaching they each use are contradictory. The world of innovation supposes the creativity of each generation, while that of reproduction rests on the repetition of methods, ideas and ways of doing things, from one generation to the next. As one woman put it:

That [knowledge of reproduction] is the knowledge of everyone, the knowledge my mother gave to me and that I have passed on to my daughter, you can’t get better than that. What didn’t my mother tell me: how to grow things and grind wheat, how to fetch water and firewood, how to go to the market – my mother taught me all of that. If you accept what she taught us, you will see that one day you can do anything…. I myself learned to prepare by watching others do it and when I tried to do it, I could. I watched carefully because I knew that it would do me good.

School, the driver of the world of innovation, prioritizes the emergence of individuals while communitarian education, that of reproduction, situates the child in a social context where ‘I’ never usurps the ‘we’. This subjection to the community, the driver of the world of reproduction, has less and less importance in the world of innovation. Hence success, whether shared or individual, only has meaning within specific contexts. What’s more, the value systems on which these worlds are built are mutually exclusive and hence incompatible, explaining the disconnection suggested in the introduction to this chapter. Useful knowledge in one world is determined as useless in the
other. If a child learns to grow crops, this knowledge has limited relevance if he or she identifies with an idea of success linked to city life. And conversely, theoretical knowledge gained in school may have no direct relevance to the realities of village life:

_They say that if you don’t go to school you won’t have knowledge... but we know that there are those who did go to school and who don’t have the knowledge that others have; and others who have not gone to school and who have knowledge._

Participants repeatedly reflected on how different understandings of knowledge influence wider processes of inclusion and exclusion. For example, school is uniformly presented as a tool for empowerment. Research in recent years in Burkina Faso (ATD Fourth World, 2004) has, however, shown how children who attended primary school but have been unable, usually due to family difficulties or lack of resources, to proceed to secondary school often end up living on the street; they fit neither in the world of reproduction nor in the world of innovation. Conversely, children who have rarely or never been to school often reconnect more easily with their families.

**The Meaning of Educational Success**

Participants’ views about what signified educational success were inevitably tied to their own understandings of what constituted the most valid and useful knowledge for their daily lives. Nonetheless, the action research and the seminar generated some consensus concerning basic values which were vital for everyone to succeed in educational terms.

Solidarity and mutual support were seen as a fundamental pre-requisite for learning, especially in circumstances of extreme poverty. One man who earned his living through begging on the streets spoke of how when one of his children’s friends came from school not having eaten, he took 100 CFA francs from his box and gave it to him, even though he did not know if he would have anything to give his own children that day. Another example was given of a child who had to repeat the first year of school five years in a row because his mother could not afford to pay the annual supplement of 1,500 CFA francs. The child started to become violent and alienated himself from others. The teacher offered to pay some of the contribution and the child was appointed as class prefect. Gradually he regained trust and confidence and was able to succeed.

Educational success was also thought to be reflected in values of respect, forgiveness, humility, courage and dignity not only for oneself but also for others. One girl said,

_When my friends went off somewhere to eat and I had no money, I preferred to say that I wasn’t hungry, rather than admit that my father had nothing to give me. That would show a lack of respect for him. I passed the BEPC [exam] with an empty stomach, but I didn’t tell my friends that my father hadn’t given me anything to eat, I said that I was too preoccupied by the exam to eat._

Success was also defined in terms of becoming useful to self, family, community and society as a whole. Those who became a reference point in their communities, who guided others and were consulted for advice, typified what it meant to be successful. This notion of educational success as being useful to oneself and others implies a sense of belonging to a community – being able to acquire knowledge, share it with others and then collectively put it into practice. As one participant put it:

_Knowledge that is most important to me is being able to get people together so that those who know things teach those who don’t, so that collectively we can exploit this_
knowledge. Nowadays we don’t listen to those who are in poverty but we do listen to those who are better off. Yet those who don’t have anything may sometimes have really good ideas for us. We have to do everything we can to listen to them.

Many participants defined the essence of knowledge not as the means for becoming ‘master and possessor of nature’ (Descartes, 1637) but as the basis for belonging to a community of other humans. Knowledge makes sense when it creates cohesion within a community around a set of shared values. These values have to be learned and they constitute a body of knowledge in their own right, sustaining social ties and enabling people to live together in ways shaped by culture. From the perspective of those living in extreme poverty, this knowledge is fundamental because the security of existence and the ability to feel human amongst humans depends on it. This vision of educational success thus emerges as a project understood as discovering knowledge that unites society as a whole.

Factors that Prevent Educational Success

However, the achievement of this shared vision for educational success, grounded in the experience of community, was thought to be constantly challenged by the evolution of modern society, by the daily constraints imposed by extreme poverty and, as noted earlier, by a growing division within society into two separate worlds.

The research and the seminar during which the findings were discussed revealed several fundamental factors that got in the way of attaining educational success. An absence of birth certificates for many children was a recurrent concern, one mother describing the certificate as ‘the first diploma of life’ without which children could not be enrolled in schools. Others described long periods of sickness during which children could not attend school either because they were ill themselves or because they were caring for others who were ill.

Overcrowded classes and de-motivated teachers, the irrelevance of the school curricula and the hidden costs of education, such as the contributions for school meals or to the parent teachers associations, all created further barriers to accessing school for many. Yet there were also other social challenges described, such as discrimination, humiliation, mockery and violence, typically experienced by those in poverty (see Walker et al., 2013). One parent explained,

One day my daughter said to me, ‘Papa, they told me at the school that it is pointless me studying and that I will never have my certificate because my father is poor. He empties the public toilets, he makes ropes in order to sell them.

And one young man describing his earlier experience of school said,

When I was in class it was hard. The teacher said to me, ‘your mother can’t buy you a school bag!’ And they made fun of me. Some pupils were laughing. As I was only a child, I was ashamed and I often got angry. That’s how violence begins.

Hunger and famine emerged as further challenges to learning for many children and their families. People spoke of how the climatic conditions of Burkina Faso often affected food production and generated sometimes extended periods of famine across the country. Hunger was said to affect the lives of communities living in poverty in a number of ways. At a very basic level, it made learning extremely difficult:

You get up, you have eaten nothing, you leave for school with a cramping stomach. Who is going to get up in the morning have a small bowl of millet and go to school? On top
of eating the small bowl of millet, I think it is the efforts of our parents that are in our hearts. Our parent’s efforts are like a meal, it was that which filled our stomachs so that we could carry on.

When my daughter went to school, our main worry was hunger, because it was hunger that was killing us. So we would send our child to school but a child can’t learn if they are hungry.

Secondly, hunger was also considered to be central to the relationships between families living in extreme poverty and the communities they belong to. Hunger, it was said, generated such a powerful obstacle to educational success that it was possible to succeed only if families and communities pulled together. In reality, however, families were increasingly forced to choose between preserving their dignity and subjecting themselves to humiliation in order to survive. As one participant put it,

_Sometimes they give us leftovers on dirty plates. It makes us feel bad, but what can we do?_

More broadly, hunger was described as threatening the social bonds within communities. Families in extreme poverty were constantly posed with the dilemma of how to belong to a community when they had nothing to share. This concern was coupled with a profound sense that any collective responsibility for each other within communities was diminishing in modern society, as one participant put it;

_Today, man has less pity in his heart. He only looks after his brother, his child and his wife. But if you are poor, you don’t have a wife or a brother... who is going to look after you? And who are you going to look after?_

The Meaning of Education for All

The wider question concerning what _Education for All_ means in a country like Burkina Faso is illustrated by the following quote from one participant in the research:

_If educational success is to work in offices or be a politician, I can say that amongst the poor, those who succeed are very few. That is why so many families living in poverty stop sending their children to school. That is why I suggest that at school they also teach children training in how to do things. If they did that, then we could believe that school is for everyone._

In effect, parents are often forced to take a gamble over which world their children should stake a claim to, a gamble which has several consequences. First, it results in parents choosing to assign their children to different worlds. Within the same family, some will go to school while others will stay and learn about agricultural and pastoral life. Since success is understood collectively rather than on an individual basis, the chances of success for the whole family are thus increased through the diversity of the choices made.

The demands for children to fit into either one world or the other generate a major stumbling block for policies concerning _Education for All_. It’s not a lack of understanding on the part of the school about how to enlighten parents which undermines such policies, but rather their rational underlying value system. At the heart of the world of reproduction, socio-economic success is concentrated within the family to enable them to face the precariousness of the family’s existence. Does it make sense, therefore, to choose a single pathway towards success for all while the future of the whole community depends on it? After all, the pathway that takes children through school and leads to regular paid activity in town is just as precarious and is no more likely to offer security. Taken
within this reference system, choices made by parents are logical and rational, emanating from the sense of collective determinism at work within the world of reproduction. Hence as one parent put it, ‘of my nine children, two are going to school, the girls are going to learn about work within the family, the others will look after the cattle in the fields.’

Yet, from the point of view of the world of innovation to which are attached values of empowerment and freedom, such choices are not morally acceptable; why should some have the chance to go to school and not others? Each logic drawing its reference from its own value system, and these systems being exclusive of each other, there is no real meeting point through which one world can influence the other. And value systems that do not meet tend to become value systems which are judgemental of each other:

At school, one learns to become a big person. A big person is what? It is someone that works in an air-conditioned office. At home, one learns what you need to be able help the family survive tomorrow, when your parents aren’t there any longer.

What emerges therefore is an inherent uselessness of knowledge produced in one world when it is transferred to the other – ‘Children who go to school, no longer want to grow crops.’ Here we stress that it is not a lack of knowledge that creates an incapacity to use your abilities for the good of society, but the irrelevance of such knowledge to the world in which it is to be applied. In other words, each world sees the knowledge of the other as useless because they each employ their own value systems and attach very different values to different types of knowledge.

From the point of view of putting in place policies for Education for All – predominantly a view of education relevant to the world of innovation – it is imperative to address the fundamental chasm between these radically different value systems. In order to be effective, those implementing these policies must begin to appreciate the knowledge base within the world of reproduction and how easy it is to misconstrue it as irrelevant when one belongs to the world of innovation. Given the dominance and power inherent in the world of innovation, it is only through actively engaging people living in extreme poverty in dialogue that we can begin to break down these silos and really understand what Education for All means for the whole of society.

Participants in the research were acutely aware of the tensions between these two worlds. They expressed concern that the modern education system in Burkina Faso often represents the antithesis of the sorts of traditional education they value and undermines the importance of hard physical work. They spoke of the enormous efforts to educate their children which remained largely unrecognized by the formal education system. As one participant put it:

Traditional knowledge and specialized knowledge should complement each other. Unfortunately, however, there is a tension between them. Those who have been to school take one side and think they are always right. And those who haven’t been to school take their side and believe that the others have made a mistake and are wrong. But I think this is unfortunate because we have to pull all this knowledge together. If not, then those who have learned traditional ways and those who learned from school can never be reunited.

Importantly, however, participants also gave examples of their efforts to reconcile different types of knowledge and to keep their children grounded in both worlds:

I have chosen to send my children to school but it is not school alone that will enable them to succeed. I send my sons to sell things during the holidays. That experience will also give them opportunities; that way they understand that it is not only school that gives success. Even if they don’t succeed at school they will have other ways of making ends meet.
What our parents bequeathed to us as knowledge and what we learned at the school, I can say often do not go hand in hand — but it often requires work to reconcile these two forms of knowledge so that in the end there is no contradiction. Because what I learn at school, I can say is beneficial for me, the knowledge I gained from my parents I consider as traditional, also beneficial for me. I always think about how best to combine these types of knowledge and move forward.

Discussion and Conclusion

The process of action research and the seminar which drew it all together developed a shared vision of the meaning of Education for All, what prevents it and what might enable it to be attained. The question of what is knowledge—its acquisition and transmission, its underlying values and its usefulness—brings out the tensions within Burkinabe society as it struggles for harmony between community and global value systems and considers the meaning of Education for All. This observation is not new; the tension between local and global knowledge has been examined in previous research and certain key lessons have been drawn (Tourneaux, 2011). Such work has shown, for example, that the exclusive use of French penalizes those children whose parents cannot speak it. Equally that developing appropriate educational curricula is not just a question of taking educational programmes conceptualized in French or English and translating them into African languages, but ensuring that languages and local knowledge are integrated into the educational system so that it is possible to bring about endogenous social change. Nonetheless, significant challenges remain which typify the difficulties faced by Burkina Faso in implementing the Millennium Development Goal of Education for All. The persistence of these challenges makes it imperative to continue to pay attention to them.

One way of approaching and beginning to understand this tension with respect to education is to consider the social representations at work—the ways in which society communicates and teaches about the social, material and ideological environment (Jodelet, 1984). Our analysis shows that the possible tensions relating to different understandings of knowledge and educational success arise out of an incompatibility between systems which renders them entirely exclusive of each other. In addition, such analysis allows us to specify the nature of this incompatibility in relation to education and to think about its consequences.

In our view, the failure to effectively implement policies offering Education for All is linked to a presupposition, itself dependent exclusively on the social representations contained in the world of innovation, of society's responsibility to eradicate ignorance. The reality is, however, that such policies are not responding to ignorance but to knowledge. Yet, since the exclusivity of these worlds means that where one has knowledge in one world it is not recognized as valid in the other, these different types of knowledge remain unappreciated, unless there is commitment to reconcile them.

The participatory research reported on here demonstrates one approach towards achieving a degree of reconciliation between these different worlds. We have seen that the original principle which underpins and gives meaning to basic knowledge is the capacity of such knowledge to nurture a sense of belonging. In a cultural context where the community is paramount and gives meaning to the individual, it is these social ties which support the transmission of knowledge. Speaking of our cultural activities in rural and urban environments, many parents told us, ‘it is good what you are doing, you reunite children and with that they learn’.

Educational for All appears to depend on several things. Bringing about educational policies rooted in shared knowledge and understanding necessitates a permanent dialogue between the family, the community and the school. This must ensure the involvement of everyone and should recognize that each child belongs to a diversified and expansive educational community encompassing different conceptualizations of educational success. The methodology presented in this chapter allows the generation of shared knowledge grounded in the lived experience and values of those
living in extreme poverty. The process of reconciling different types of knowledge helps bridge the gap between the world of reproduction (that of tradition) and the world of innovation (that of modernity).

To put in place educational policies which are for everyone and adapted to their environments, it is necessary to start from appreciating the knowledge base of any community and not from the presumption of ignorance. Facilitating the sharing and uniting of different types of knowledge provides the basis for designing an educational system that is really for everyone. The ways in which we have worked through these pilot projects to ensure dialogue between the environment and school in order to generate a common educational project could be replicated in other contexts.

From the perspective of international institutions that make their case on the evidence available, it should be remembered that those in extreme poverty have high expectations of school because it offers the promise of social inclusion compared to a community which often alienates and excludes them. As one mother put it, ‘I send my children to school because I don’t want them to lead the same life that I have known.’ If we are to respond to the expectations of populations who have been repeatedly socially excluded, schools with the mission of Education for All must support and strengthen learning about the dynamics of belonging and in this way satisfy the ambition of this mother.

The need for dialogue between the different actors within the educational community has to be integrated into global policies on Education for All, paying particular attention to strengthening cooperation between all its actors—between children, between teachers and pupils and between teachers and families. Building such cooperation requires each actor to recognize the contribution of the others within the educational community and to understand how these different contributions complement each other.

For researchers and universities, we learn that the concept of education has to be expanded to include work on understanding conceptualizations of basic knowledge and what constitutes educational success; being useful to oneself, to the family and having a sense of belonging to the community and to society. Researchers from the universities who participated in this process of understanding knowledge also questioned their own responsibilities concerning this quest for Education for All. As one explained,

We often think that if we listen carefully to what people tell us about their daily struggles, we can analyse their words and come up with some good solutions to present to those who have positions of responsibility: the government, policy makers, representatives of international organizations etc. But, the problem with this approach is that something is missing, we lose the opportunity to enable people to find their own solutions to these problems and so our research methods are inherently limited. A major challenge for us is to think about how we can work better with people living in extreme poverty across the world so that they discover and voice their own solutions.

For those who have faced the daily struggles of resisting extreme poverty, the experience of action research was enlightening, summarized here:

We knew that we had ideas and that these ideas are important for others. We have understood that understanding life enables us to change it. These words that have been said, they remind us of what we know, but we have forgotten and now we can apply this knowledge and the whole country can move forward.

Education clearly has the potential for alleviating extreme poverty in countries such as Burkina Faso in economic, social and political terms. Provided there is a supportive economic environment, it may widen opportunities and choices and increase financial capacity, thus improving the quality of people’s lives. Equally, it can play a significant role in reducing social marginalization, giving people greater control over their lives and sustaining systems of good governance. As we have seen
in this chapter, however, the capacity of education to enhance economic, social and human capital is contingent on education systems being relevant and appropriate to the context in which they are designed and implemented. Understanding where formal educational provision sits within the wider context of children and young people’s lives; recognizing the importance of the learning that takes place outside of as well as within the school context; and being cognizant of the cultural norms, values and expectations of parents and the wider community are all vital in creating educational provisions which support economic, social and human development. As we have outlined here, such understanding comes from a continuous process of dialogue, interaction and mutual learning between educational structures and the wider communities they are intended to serve.

Notes
1 This paper was originally published as part of the book Education, Poverty, Malnutrition and Famine (2014). London: Bloomsbury Academic. Revisions were made to suit the journal
2 The findings presented in this chapter are from a project conducted by the ATD (Agir Tous pour La Dignity – All Together in Dignity) Fourth World movement, which has worked in Burkina Faso for almost 30 years, striving to promote solidarity among those facing extreme poverty and exclusion (http://www.atd-fourthworld.org/International-Movement-ATD-Fourth.html). Our sincere thanks go to all those who took part in the action research project and who shared their experiences.
3 The quotes used throughout the chapter are anonymized extracts taken from the action research which were filmed and used (with participants’ permission) as prompts for discussion throughout the seminar in Ouagadougou.
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